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After the Ice
2011-12-08

a fantastic voyage through 15 000 years of history that laid the foundations for civilisation as we
know it by award winning science writer steven mithen twenty thousand years ago earth was in
the midst of an ice age then global warming arrived leading to massive floods the spread of
forests and the retreat of the deserts by 5 000 bc a radically different human world had
appeared in place of hunters and gatherers there were farmers in place of transient campsites
there were towns the foundations of our modern world had been laid and nothing that came
after the industrial revolution the atomic age the internet have ever matched the significance of
those events after the ice tells the story of climate change s impact during this momentous
period one that also saw the colonisation of the americas and mass extinctions of animals
throughout the world drawing on the latest cutting edge research in archaeology cognitive
science palaeontology geology and the evolutionary sciences steven mithen creates an
evocative original and remarkably complete picture of minds cultures lives and landscapes
through 15 000 years of history

After the Ice: a Global Human History, 20000-5000 BC
2003

designed for courses in world history and world civilization this best selling classic exploration of
world history takes an interdisciplinary global rather than a regional or national approach tracing
those major forces movements and events that have had a world wide impact it stresses
connections between the past present and future emphasizing the question what does it mean
for us today the seventh edition reevaluates the course of human history with an eye toward the
millennium reflecting in its coverage the end of the cold war and the dawning possibilities for a
new type of global history

A Global History
1999

global and world history address the deep structural changes that have shaped human
experience many are material related to environmental and climatic alteration to the
domestication of livestock and development of agriculture to technology to disease and to
variations in human immunity reproduction and physiology others are social and cultural
touching upon issues of migration trade language development and differentiation institutions of
enslavement and of freedom traditions of marriage and child rearing the emergence of large
scale political organization from early kingdoms to vast empires republics and federations and
the management of war and peace to deal with such challenging issues global historians draw
upon new techniques of analysis and comparison but they also continue venerable traditions
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inherited from the earliest civilizations of narrating the past on the most comprehensive and
significant scale possible this book examines the long search for an integrated human story and
particularly the points at which rapid changes of philosophy and perspective in the twentieth
century transformed the historical disciplines it provides the perfect introduction to global
history for students and scholars alike

A Global History
1983

a new york times bestselling author explains how the physical world shaped the history of our
species when we talk about human history we often focus on great leaders population forces
and decisive wars but how has the earth itself determined our destiny our planet wobbles
driving changes in climate that forced the transition from nomadism to farming mountainous
terrain led to the development of democracy in greece atmospheric circulation patterns later on
shaped the progression of global exploration colonization and trade even today voting behavior
in the south east united states ultimately follows the underlying pattern of 75 million year old
sediments from an ancient sea everywhere is the deep imprint of the planetary on the human
from the cultivation of the first crops to the founding of modern states origins reveals the
breathtaking impact of the earth beneath our feet on the shape of our human civilizations

What is Global History?
2008

this short book offers a clear and engaging introduction to the history of humankind from the
earliest movements of people to the contemporary epoch of globalization cowen traces this
complex history in a manner which offers both a compelling narrative and an analytical and
comparative treatment drawing on a new perspective on global history he traces the
intersection of change in economics politics and human beliefs examining the formation
enlargement and limits of human societies global history shows how much of human history
encompasses three intersecting forces trading networks expanding political empires and
crusading creeds abandoning the limits of a eurocentric view of the world the book offers a
number of fresh insights its periodization embraces movement across continents and across the
millennia the indigenous american civilizations are included for instance the book also ranges
over the early civilizations of china and europe as well as the russian and islamic worlds modern
american and japanese civilizations are in addition a focus for attention the author examines
national and regional histories in relation to wider themes sequences and global tendencies in
conclusion he seeks to address the question of the extent to which a global society is beginning
to crystallize
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Origins
2019-05-14

this is a source collection that traces the course of human history from the rise of the earliest
civilizations to the present this book traces the gradual establishment of western global
hegemony the simultaneous historical developments in other civilizations and societies around
the world the anti western anticolonial movements of the twentieth century and the emergence
of the twenty first century s integrated but still often bitterly divided world pref

Climate Change and the Course of Global History
2014

review the global history reader is essential reading for all students with an interest in learning
more about this definitive new area of historical study book jacket

Global History
2013-05-09

this handbook informs the reader about how much progress we the human race have made in
enhancing the quality of life on this planet many skeptics focus on how the quality of life has
deteriorated over the course of human history particularly given world war ii and its aftermath
this handbook provides a positive perspective on the history of well being quality of life as
documented by scientists worldwide has significantly improved nevertheless one sees more
improvements in well being in some regions of the world than in others why this handbook
documents the progress of well being in the various world regions as well as the differences in
those regions the broad questions that the handbook addresses include what does well being
mean how do different philosophical and religious traditions interpret the concept of well being
within their own context has well being remained the same over different historical epochs and
for different regions and subregions of the world in which areas of human development have we
been most successful in advancing individual and collective well being in which sectors has the
attainment of well being proven most difficult how does well being differ within and between
different populations groups that for a variety of socially created reasons have been the most
disadvantaged e g children the aged women the poor racial ethnic and sexual minorities

The Human Record
2007-11

this book is about the ongoing conflict between humanity and the natural environment over the
past 200 000 years humans have multiplied and populated the earth when they domesticated
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plants and animals and replaced foraging with agriculture and herding they depleted natural
resources deforested the land and caused mass extinctions but nature has agency too causing
pandemics of plague smallpox measles influenza and other diseases and a climate change
called the little ice age in recent centuries industrialization has accelerated extinctions
deforestation and resource depletion even in the oceans twentieth century developmentalism
and mass consumerism have caused global warming and other climate changes environmental
movements have argued for the need to mitigate the negative consequences of technological
and economic change the future of humanity and the earth depends on choices between
achieving a sustainable balance between humans and nature carrying on as before or learning
to manage the biosphere environment mass extinction domestication agriculture pandemic
industrialization developmentalism consumerism global warming

The Human Record
2009-01-01

gender in history praise for the first edition wiesner hanks accomplishes a near impossible feat a
review of what is known about the construction of gender and the character of women s lives in
all known cultures over the course of human history theoretically sophisticated and doing justice
to the historical and cross cultural record yet assimilable by students choice gender in history
brilliantly explores the influence of gender constructs in political social economic and cultural
affairs the remarkable cultural geographical and chronological range of wiesner hanks research
is matched only by the sophistication nuance and clarity of her analysis this book offers a rare
and valuable global perspective on gender roles in human history jerry h bentley university of
hawaii over the past two decades considerations of gender have revolutionized the study of
history yet most books on the subject remain narrowly focused on a specific time period or
particular region of the world gender in history global perspectives second edition continues to
redress this inequity by providing a concise overview of the construction of gender in many
world cultures over a period stretching from the paleolithic era to modern times thoroughly
updated to reflect current developments in the field the new edition features entirely new
sections which address primates slavery colonialism masculinity transgender issues and other
relevant topics as in the well received first edition material is presented thematically to reveal
the connections between gender and structures such as the family economy law religion
sexuality and the state wiesner hanks also investigates precisely what it meant to be a man or
woman throughout history how these roles were shaped by various institutions and how they in
turn were influenced by gender the author presents material within each chapter chronologically
to highlight the ways in which gender structures have varied over time the new edition of
gender in history global perspectives offers rich insights into all that is currently known about
gender roles throughout world history a companion website is available at wiley com go
wiesnerhanks
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The Global History Reader
2005

climate change and human history provides a concise introduction to the relationship between
human beings and climate change throughout history starting hundreds of thousands of years
ago and going up to the present day this book illustrates how natural climate variability affected
early human societies and how human activity is now leading to drastic changes to our climate
taking a chronological approach the authors explain how climate change created opportunities
and challenges for human societies in each major time period covering themes such as phases
of climate and history climate shocks the rise and fall of civilizations industrialization
accelerating climate change and our future outlook this 2nd edition includes a new chapter on
the explosion of social movements protest groups and key individuals since 2017 and the
implications this has had on the history of climate change an improved introduction to the
anthropocene and extra content on the basic dynamics of the climate system alongside updated
historiography with more case studies images and individuals throughout the text the second
edition also includes a glossary of terms and further reading to aid students in understanding
this interdisciplinary subject an ideal companion for all students of environmental history climate
change and human history clearly demonstrates the critical role of climate in shaping human
history and of the experience of humans in both adapting to and shaping climate change

The Pursuit of Human Well-Being
2017-01-09

in 2001 a panel representing virtually all the world s governments and climate scientists
announced that they had reached a consensus the world was warming at a rate without
precedent during at least the last ten millennia and that warming was caused by the buildup of
greenhouse gases from human activity the consensus itself was at least a century in the making
the story of how scientists reached their conclusion by way of unexpected twists and turns and
in the face of formidable intellectual financial and political obstacles is told for the first time in
the discovery of global warming spencer r weart lucidly explains the emerging science
introduces us to the major players and shows us how the earth s irreducibly complicated climate
system was mirrored by the global scientific community that studied it unlike familiar tales of
science triumphant this book portrays scientists working on bits and pieces of a topic so
complex that they could never achieve full certainty yet so important to human survival that
provisional answers were essential weart unsparingly depicts the conflicts and mistakes and how
they sometimes led to fruitful results his book reminds us that scientists do not work in isolation
but interact in crucial ways with the political system and with the general public the book not
only reveals the history of global warming but also analyzes the nature of modern scientific work
as it confronts the most difficult questions about the earth s future table of contents preface 1
how could climate change 2 discovering a possibility 3 a delicate system 4 a visible threat 5
public warnings 6 the erratic beast 7 breaking into politics 8 the discovery confirmed reflections
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milestones notes further reading index reviews of this book a soberly written synthesis of
science and politics gilbert taylor booklist reviews of this book charting the evolution and
confirmation of the theory of global warming spencer r weart director of the center for the
history of physics of the american institute of physics dissects the interwoven threads of
research and reveals the political and societal subtexts that colored scientists views and the
public reception their work received andrew c revkin new york times book review reviews of this
book it took a century for scientists to agree that gases produced by human activity were
causing the world to warm up now in an engaging book that reads like a detective story
physicist weart reports the history of global warming theory including the internal conflicts
plaguing the research community and the role government has had in promoting climate studies
publishers weekly reviews of this book it is almost two centuries since the french mathematician
jean baptiste fourier discovered that the earth was far warmer than it had any right to be given
its distance from the sun spencer weart s book about how fourier s initially inconsequential
discovery finally triggered urgent debate about the future habitability of the earth is lucid
painstaking and commendably brief packing everything into 200 pages fred pearce the
independent reviews of this book the discovery of global warming is a well written well
researched and well balanced account of the issues involved this is not a sermon for the faithful
or verses from revelation for the evangelicals but a serious summary for those who like
reasoned argument read it and be converted john emsley times literary supplement reviews of
this book this is a terrific book perhaps the finest compliment i could give this book is to report
that i intend to use it instead of my own book for my climate class the discovery of global
warming is more up to date better balanced historically beautifully written and not least
important short and to the point i think the intergovernmental panel on climate change needs to
enlist a few good historians like weart for its next assessment stephen h schneider nature
reviews of this book this short well written book by a science historian at the american institute
of physics adds a serious voice to the overheated debate about global warming and would serve
as a great starting point for anyone who wants to better understand the issue maureen christie
american scientist reviews of this book i was very pleasantly surprised to find that spencer weart
s account provides much valuable and interesting material about how the discipline developed
not just from the perspective of climate science but also within the context of the field s relation
to other scientific disciplines the media political trends and even 20th century history
particularly the cold war in addition weart has done a valuable service by recording for posterity
background information on some of the key discoveries and historical figures who contributed to
our present understanding of the global warming problem thomas j crowley science reviews of
this book weart has done us all a service by bringing the discovery of global warming into a
short compendious and persuasive book for a general readership he is especially strong on the
early days and the scientific background crispin tickell times higher education supplement a
capricious beast ever since the days when he had trudged around fossil lake basins in nevada
for his doctoral thesis wally broecker had been interested in sudden climate shifts the reported
sudden jumps of co2 in greenland ice cores stimulated him to put this interest into conjunction
with his oceanographic interests the result was a surprising and important calculation the key
was what broecker later described as a great conveyor belt of seawater carrying heat northward
the energy carried to the neighborhood of iceland was staggering broecker realized nearly a
third as much as the sun sheds upon the entire north atlantic if something were to shut down
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the conveyor climate would change across much of the northern hemisphere there was reason
to believe a shutdown could happen swiftly in many regions the consequences for climate would
be spectacular broecker was foremost in taking this disagreeable news to the public in 1987 he
wrote that we had been treating the greenhouse effect as a cocktail hour curiosity but now we
must view it as a threat to human beings and wildlife the climate system was a capricious beast
he said and we were poking it with a sharp stick i found the book enjoyable thoughtful and an
excellent introduction to the history of what may be one of the most important subjects of the
next one hundred years clark miller university of wisconsin the discovery of global warming
raises important scientific issues and topics and includes essential detail readers should be able
to follow the discussion and emerge at the end with a good understanding of how scientists
have developed a consensus on global warming what it is and what issues now face human
society thomas r dunlap texas a m university

Humans Versus Nature
2020

this book makes a unique and timely contribution to world global historical studies and related
fields it places essential world historical frameworks by top scholars in the field today in clear
direct relation to and conversation with one other offering them opportunity to enrich elucidate
and at times challenge one another it thereby aims to 1 offer world historians opportunity to
critically reflect upon and refine their essential interpretational frameworks 2 facilitate more
effective and nuanced teaching and learning in and beyond the classroom 3 provide accessible
world historical contexts for specialized areas of historical as well as other fields of research in
the humanities social sciences and sciences and 4 promote comparative historiographical
critique which a helps identify continuing research questions for the field of world history in
particular as well as b further global peace and dialogue in relation to varying views of our ever
increasingly interconnected interdependent multicultural and globalized world and its shared
though diverse and sometimes contested history

Gender in History
2011-06-24

world past to world present a sketch of global history provides an unusually brief and present
focused treatment of human history beginning with the advent of agriculture and ending with
considerable attention to world history developments since world war ii this accessible and
concise text covers a very real but selected history of the human experience the book
emphasizes the importance of contacts and exchanges among different cultures and economies
up to contemporary globalization and consistent attention is devoted to comparisons among
major regional societies the characteristics of agricultural and later industrial societies help
establish a larger framework within the text peter n stearns works to connect past developments
to contemporary global patterns and problems explicitly balancing major changes with
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significant continuities key features include a no frills approach to an expansive stretch of
human history encourages students to understand the importance of studying history by
focusing on aspects of the past that are particularly useful in assessing the current state of the
world invites instructors to combine the advantages of systematic summary coverage with
varied supplementary reading nine maps illustrate important movements and civilizations
throughout the world truly international in coverage this book has been specifically designed as
a core text for global history survey courses

Climate Change in Human History
2021-12-02

the first and only atlas to present global history in a series of uniform world to view maps this
groundbreaking volume allows complete and instant comparison between different periods and
regions book cover

The Discovery of Global Warming
2003

for the past decade historian dipesh chakrabarty has been one of the most influential scholars
addressing the meaning of climate change climate change he argues upends long standing
ideas of history modernity and globalization the burden of the climate of history in a planetary
age is to grapple with what this means and to confront humanities scholars with ideas they have
been reluctant to reconsider from the changed nature of human agency to a new acceptance of
universals chakrabarty argues that we must see ourselves from two perspectives at once the
planetary and the global this distinction is central to chakrabarty s work the globe is a human
centric construction while a planetary perspective intentionally decenters the human featuring
wide ranging excursions into historical and philosophical literatures the climate of history in a
planetary age boldly considers how to frame the human condition in troubled times as we open
ourselves to the implications of the anthropocene few writers are as likely as chakrabarty to
shape our understanding of the best way forward

21st-Century Narratives of World History
2017-11-06

during the last 60 years the discipline of human factors hf has evolved alongside progress in
engineering technology and business contemporary hf is clearly shifting towards addressing the
human centered design paradigm for much larger and complex societal systems the
effectiveness of which is affected by recent advances in engineering science and education
human factors of a global society a system of systems perspective explores the future
challenges and potential contributions of the human factors discipline in the conceptual age of
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human creativity and social responsibility written by a team of experts and pioneers this book
examines the human aspects related to contemporary societal developments in science
engineering and higher education in the context of unprecedented progress in those areas it
also discusses new paradigms for higher education including education delivery and
administration from a systems of systems perspective it then examines the future challenges
and potential contributions of the human factors discipline while there are other books that
focus on systems engineering or on a specific area of human factors this book unifies these
different perspectives into a holistic point of view it gives you an understanding of human
factors as it relates to the global enterprise system and its newly emerging characteristics such
as quality system complexity evolving management system and its role in social and behavioral
changes by exploring the human aspects related to actual societal developments in science the
book opens a new horizon for the hf community

World Past to World Present
2021-09-01

robert clark delves into 100 millennia of human history to create a unified and consistent
explanation for humankind s inner need to spread itself across the globe he examines key
events from different eras such as the voyages of the chinese treasure fleet the shaping of the
aztec s trade system in mesoamerica the role of steam powered transpor

The New Atlas of World History
2011

william h mcneill is known for his ability to portray the grand sweep of history now two of his
popular books and an essay previously unavailable in book form are brought together in this
new paperback edition in the human condition mcneill provides a provocative interpretation of
history as a competition of parasites both biological and human in the great frontier he
questions the notion of frontier freedom through an examination of european expansion the
concluding essay speculates on the role of catastrophe in our lives about the human condition a
remarkable tour de force an elegant intelligent and scholarly essay j h hexter the new york
times book review a brilliant new interpretation of world history david graber the los angeles
times book review about the great frontier there is virtually no one in the profession who can
match mcneill as a synthesizer or for that matter as an interdisciplinary historian there is more
insight in this volume than in others of double or triple the length david courtwright journal of
interdisciplinary history

The Climate of History in a Planetary Age
2021-03-22
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the first comprehensive overview of the innovative new discipline of global history until very
recently historians have looked at the past with the tools of the nineteenth century but
globalization has fundamentally altered our ways of knowing and it is no longer possible to study
nations in isolation or to understand world history as emanating from the west this book reveals
why the discipline of global history has emerged as the most dynamic and innovative field in
history one that takes the connectedness of the world as its point of departure and that poses a
fundamental challenge to the premises and methods of history as we know it what is global
history provides a comprehensive overview of this exciting new approach to history the book
addresses some of the biggest questions the discipline will face in the twenty first century how
does global history differ from other interpretations of world history how do we write a global
history that is not eurocentric yet does not fall into the trap of creating new centrisms how can
historians compare different societies and establish compatibility across space what are the
politics of global history this in depth and accessible book also explores the limits of the new
paradigm and even its dangers the question of whom global history should be written for and
much more written by a leading expert in the field what is global history shows how by
understanding the world s past as an integrated whole historians can remap the terrain of their
discipline for our globalized present

Human Factors of a Global Society
2014-06-02

Òi have seen yesterday i know tomorrow Ó this inscription in tutankhamunÕs tomb
summarizesÊthe fifth beginning here archaeologist robert l kelly explains how the study of our
cultural past can predict the future of humanity Ê in an eminently readable style kelly identifies
four key pivot points in the six million year history of human development the emergence of
technology culture agriculture and the state in each example the author examines the long term
processes that resulted in a definitive no turning backÊchange for the organization of society
kelly then looks ahead giving us evidence for what he calls aÊfifth beginning one that started
about ad 1500 some might call it Òglobalization Ó but the author places it in its larger context
Êa five thousand year arms race capitalismÕs global reach and the cultural effects of a
worldwide communication network Ê kelly predicts that the emergent phenomena of this fifth
beginning will include the end of war as a viable way to resolve disputes the end of capitalism as
we know it the widespread shift toward world citizenship and the rise of forms of cooperation
that will end the near sacred status of nation states itÕs the end of life as we have known it
however the author is cautiously optimistic he dwells not on the coming chaos but on
humanityÕs great potential Ê Ê

The Global Imperative
2019-09-13

this festschrift for irving m zeitlin honors a scholar whose work has influenced and continues to
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influence sociology particularly classical sociological theory sociology of religion and historical
sociology irving m zeitlin s scholarship and mentoring has also influenced and inspired a new
generation of sociologists the essays presented here address a wide range of topics that include
classical sociological theory globalization bureaucracy genocide resistance ethnic diversity the
intifada anti semitism democracy geopolitical theory war literature science and national culture
the contributions span a wide range of geographical areas that include korea china india poland
spain germany the ex soviet union canada and the united states these essays by eminent
scholars located in many parts of the world affirm the incredibly broad range of expertise and
learning that irving m zeitlin s work has engaged with the contributions to this volume also serve
to highlight the contemporary relevance of the classical sociological tradition in making sense of
the global human condition

The Global Condition
1992

a meticulously researched the new york times book review examination of energy transitions
over time and an exploration of the current challenges presented by global warming a surging
world population and renewable energy from pulitzer prize and national book award winning
author richard rhodes people have lived and died businesses have prospered and failed and
nations have risen to world power and declined all over energy challenges through an
unforgettable cast of characters pulitzer prize winning author richard rhodes explains how wood
gave way to coal and coal made room for oil as we now turn to natural gas nuclear power and
renewable energy entertaining and informative a powerful look at the importance of science npr
org rhodes looks back on five centuries of progress through such influential figures as queen
elizabeth i king james i benjamin franklin herman melville john d rockefeller and henry ford in his
magisterial history a tour de force of popular science kirkus reviews starred review rhodes shows
how breakthroughs in energy production occurred from animal and waterpower to the steam
engine from internal combustion to the electric motor he looks at the current energy landscape
with a focus on how wind energy is competing for dominance with cast supplies of coal and
natural gas he also addresses the specter of global warming and a population hurtling towards
ten billion by 2100 human beings have confronted the problem of how to draw energy from raw
material since the beginning of time each invention each discovery each adaptation brought
further challenges and through such transformations we arrived at where we are today a
beautifully written often inspiring saga of ingenuity and progress energy brings facts context
and clarity to a key often contentious subject booklist starred review

What Is Global History?
2017-08-29

the human journey offers a truly concise yet satisfying full history of the world from ancient
times to the present its themes include not only the great questions of the humanities nature
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versus nurture the history and meaning of human variation the sources of wealth and causes of
revolution but also the major transformations in human history agriculture cities iron writing
universal religions global trade industrialization popular government justice and equality
beginning with our most important questions and searching all of our past for answers this is
world history in a grand humanistic tradition

The Fifth Beginning
2016-11-15

this book studiously avoids the plethora of conjectural theories and poorly substantiated
opinionation on which so much psychological and sociological research depends instead it
reverts to the bedrock evidence of human history and prehistory as mirrored in primatology to
construct a succinct and very user friendly text which teenagers parents and aspiring global
citizens can readily understand a more astute and widely assimilated comprehension of human
behaviour is key to the solution of the majority of outstanding human problems

Society, History, and the Global Human Condition
2010-12-18

robert clark delves into 100 millennia of human history to create a unified and consistent
explanation for humankind s inner need to spread itself across the globe he examines key
events from different eras such as the voyages of the chinese treasure fleet the shaping of the
aztec s trade system in mesoamerica the role of steam powered transport in the supply of an
english city the rise of the gas powered engine and the digitization of information in the
computer age melding them together to form a framework for understanding the process of
globalization drawing on a variety of academic disciplines including the physical sciences biology
anthropology geography economics political science sociology and demography clark reveals
the spread of humans and their cultures to be part of an ongoing struggle to supply the energy
needs of an increasingly large and complex society entropy and thermodynamics terms often
ignored or misunderstood by social science students clearly frame a fascinating vision of
humans inherent tendency toward a globalized world although human expansion has drawn
increasing attention in the last several decades as this tumultuous century has progressed clark
shows that the process of globalization is not a recent concept from the very roots of the species
humankind has been driven by a range of internal and external factors to expand in order to
survive the increasing complexity of human civilization

Energy
2019-06-11

where do ideas fit into historical accounts that take an expansive global view of human
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movements and events teaching scholars of intellectual history to incorporate transnational
perspectives into their work while also recommending how to confront the challenges and
controversies that may arise this original resource explains the concepts concerns practice and
promise of global intellectual history featuring essays by leading scholars on various approaches
that are taking shape across the discipline the contributors to global intellectual history explore
the different ways in which one can think about the production dissemination and circulation of
global ideas and ask whether global intellectual history can indeed produce legitimate narratives
they discuss how intellectuals and ideas fit within current conceptions of global frames and
processes of globalization and proto globalization and they distinguish between ideas of the
global and those of the transnational identifying what each contributes to intellectual history a
crucial guide this collection sets conceptual coordinates for readers eager to map an emerging
area of study

The Human Journey
2012

this book examines our entrance into a global epoch and the need for a historical awareness to
match that event it attempts to foster a new scholarly perspective a new historical
consciousness and a new subfield of history the contributors offer both a theoretical treatment
and a number of applied examples of what global history is and how it might be written

A Brief History of Human Behaviour
2013-09-01

humans have been on the move for millennia they have done so slowly as well as quickly
sometimes involuntarily sometimes transported by force often relocated at great cost in lives
but they have always moved over the centuries improved transportation has eased the
movement even in the face of man made or natural obstacles but in modern times migration
has accelerated and its reach has become truly global whether it is turkish gastarbeiter in
germany japanese nisei in seattle filipinos in kuwait or haitians in brooklyn the costs and
benefits of human mobility on such a wide and rapid scale are hotly debated global history and
migrations the second volume of the global history series explores the historical background of
this issue by focusing on recent history a time when human movements have been at their most
dynamic this book provides a rich cross cultural foundation for a more enlightened
understanding of migration and its role in the unfolding shape of global history

The Global Imperative
2018-02-12

高校の教科書をもとに英訳 グローバル化がすすむ今日 諸外国の人々と国際情勢や歴史文化について意見を交わすとき役に立つ一冊
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Global Intellectual History
2013-06-25

the human record is the leading primary source reader for the world history course providing
balanced coverage of the global past each volume contains a blend of visual and textual sources
that are often paired or grouped together for comparison as in the multiple voices feature a
prologue entitled primary sources and how to read them appears in each volume and serves as
a valuable pedagogical tool approximately one third of the sources in the eighth edition are new
and these documents continue to reflect the myriad experiences of the peoples of the world
important notice media content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version

Conceptualizing Global History
1993-09-07

the earth and its peoples was one of the first texts to present world history in a balanced global
framework shifting the focus away from political centers of power this truly global text for the
world history survey course employs a fundamental theme the interaction of human beings and
the environment to compare different times places and societies special emphasis is given to
technology in its broadest sense and how technological development underlies all human
activity highly acclaimed in their fields of study the authors bring a wide array of expertise to
the program a combination of strong scholarship and detailed pedagogy gives the book its
reputation for rigor and student accessibility the fourth edition features extensive new coverage
of world events including globalization in the new millennium coverage of china has also been
extensively reorganized and rewritten the dolphin edition is available in the following split
options the earth and its peoples complete chapters 1 34 isbn 0547149484 volume i to 1550
chapters 1 15 isbn 0547149492 volume ii since 1500 chapters 16 34 isbn 0547149522

Global History And Migrations
2018-02-12

human trafficking global history and perspectives argues that far from being a recent
development human trafficking is rooted in the history of the human condition and has only
been amplified by globalization using a multidisciplinary approach that traces the historical roots
of human trafficking in global history the chapters explore case studies from different parts of
the world to show that human trafficking is not only a global phenomenon but a localized
enigma the contributors contend that the causes and thus the solutions are rooted in local and
regional social cultural political and economic conditions of victims the case studies include
global regional and local examples to analyze the complex causes and effects of human
trafficking as well as the legal ramifications
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英文詳說世界史
2019-08

bulliet crossley headrick hirsch johnson northrup s the earth and its peoples a global history 8th
edition presents world history in a balanced global framework shifting the focus away from
political centers of power and toward the living conditions and activities of ordinary people this
truly global world history book employs a fundamental theme the interaction of human beings
and the environment to compare different times places and societies special emphasis is given
to technology in its broadest sense and how technological development underlies all human
activity a new feature called daily life in each chapter is designed to help students see
connections between their everyday experiences and the customs and technologies of the past

The Human Record: Sources of Global History, Volume I:
To 1500
2015-01-01

the world created by the legacies of empire and colonialism now confronts some deep crises of
civility precipitated by globalization and climate change in this volume dipesh chakrabarty
examines these distinct but interrelated issues side by side varied ideas of civilization and
humanism have shaped notions of a global humanity in the lingering twilight of the european
empires detailing these ideas in the section titled global worlds chakrabarty outlines the
conflicts and connections that arise from global encounters in our postcolonial age the second
section the planetary human on the other hand explores the significance of planetary climate
change for humanistic and postcolonial thought chakrabarty argues that such change demands
not only critiques of capitalism and inequality but also new thinking about the human species as
a whole our patterns of justice writing of history and relationship with nature in the age of the
anthropocene the global is human centric in construction the planetary involves many other
actors and thus includes the thorny question of how we go beyond the anthropocentric to
discuss and conceptualize the agency of the non human

A Green History of the World
1992

The Earth and Its Peoples
2008-10-01
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Human Trafficking
2021-11-05

The Earth and Its Peoples
2023-04-14

The Crises of Civilization
2018-09-10
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